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Motor control. 
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1. Introduction.

The Arduino platform is perfect for controlling the work of all executive devices. On the
basis of this microcomputer, we can build a simple autonomous or responsive to our commands toy
- a toy car. We can also build an advanced machine tool or 3D printer. In the most of these projects
we use DC motors, servomechanisms and precision stepper motors. It seems to be complicated, but
it isn't the truth. A small financial outlay and some free time is enough to start the adventure with
robots. Of course Creativity and head full of creazy ideas are useful too. 

For experiments with engines, any Arduino board or its clone will be usable. It's obvious that
we will also need a computer to program the microcontroller. The information about the software
can be found in the internet. We will need various open-access electronic elements. We can buy
engines as well as recover they from old toys. The most expensive will be stepper motors, but we
can also found them in old printers. Their dismantlement can be difficult. Demolition of old devices
can be treated as a good mechanics lesson useful to every DIY enthusiast. By the way we can find
many interesting parts and ready solutions.
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2. Description of engines.

The DC motors.
The DC motor was created in the late 19th century. 

Basic constituents of that engine are:
• Rotor, that the most often is a spinning electromagnet;
• Stator, that is the source of magnetic field;
• Commutator and brushes , which provide power supply to rotor while its working;
• Corps and bearing.

Phot. 1 elements of micromotor DC: 1) corpss – stator with constant magnet, 2) rotor with winding
and commutator, 3) cover with brushes, 4) cogwheel.

Cooperation of two magnetic fields, which are generated by rotor and stator, enables the engines
rotary  motion.  Commutator  conveys  power  to  winding  and  make  it  possible  for  rotor  to  spin
constantly  in  one  direction.  Torque  pivots  on  supply  voltage,  stator’s  magnetic  induction,  the
dimenstion of rotor and the number of its coils as well as electrical resistance of coils. We can
change the sense of rotation by changing the polarity of unit power.
Rotor’s and stator’s windings can be connected by:
• parallel circuits- engine has constant speed, weight-independent;
• series circuits- engine reaches higher rotary speed, but it’s hard contingent on burden.
Instead of electromagnet we can use a static magnet as a matter of stator (commontly applied in
micromotors).
Engine’s stability is ancillary to endurance of commutator and brushes. We can use engine without
brushes  if  the stability is  very important.  Engines  like that  are  more safe because there  is  not
sparking between commutator and brushes.

Servomechanism.
Servomechanism is totally executive device. By gearing electric motors DC rotes spindle,

which  location  is  stated  by potentiometric  sensor.  In  corpus  is  located  directive  system which
compare  worth  of  peripheral  voltage  with  worth  of  voltage  on  potentiometer  (voltage  on
potemtiometer is stated by location of servomechanism’s spindle).  System controls the engine’s
work in that way to rebalance these voltages.
Due to gearing,  torque generated on spindle of servomechanism is very high.  The weakness of
devides like that is limited angle of rotation, advertising 200º.
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Phot.2. Small servomechanism .

Stepper motor
The work of directive system consists in comparing real worth of a parameter (e.g. location) with
worth gave by human. If these worthes are different directive system runs on servomotor or engine
in that way, to rebalance them.
Crisply: exit runs on entry. It’s the so-called feedback or locked directive system. The using of
stepper motor lets us built opened directive systems which redused prices of machines and devices.
Stepper motor  is  created in  that way to turn the rotor turn at  definites angle (a.k.a.  step) after
channeling voltage. If we give 5 impulses the rotor turns by 5 steps etc. Engines like that don’t have
commutator,  so they’re safe and tough.  Maximum rotational  speed is  tenfold lower than speed
reached by DC motors, but for many machines it isn’t importatnt. More informations about stepper
motors are in 7th part.

3. Electronic components

Resistors

Resistors are passive elements which input resistance about concrete worth to the system. They are
used to limit stream in system. The worth of resistance is coded by colorful stripes on cylindrical
case (Phot.3). Resistors can be connected with series or parallel circuit. Thanks to that connections
we can replace missing resistor by another ones connected in correct way. In our systems we use
resistor  with  variable  resistance-  potentiometer.  It  has  3  outputs:  two  extreme  connected  with
resistance track and the 3rd, middle, with slider moving on the track. Slider can rote or move in a
straight line. Thats why there are rotary and slide potentiometers. Potentiometer can be used as a
divisor of voltage or as a rate of mechanic element location.
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Phot.3. Resistors.. The numbers determine order of reading code. 
The most often the 4th belt is gold or silver.

Resistiors are use to limit power in a circuit.
Example: we want to power a single LED diode e.g. red, by 9V voltage. Tutoyering connection will
cause damage of diode by flow of too large power (Pic.1). Diode will shine bright at 2,3V voltage 
(phot.4)- through it will flow 20mA power. The difference of that voltages (6,7V) we should lose on
resistor, which value we count from Ohm’s law:

R=ΔU/I=6,7V/0,020A=335Ω.
The nearest value of produced resistor is 330Ω (in belts code: orange, orange, brown).
The lost power is:

P=R×I²=330Ω×( 0,020A)²=0,132W
so we choose resistor with 0,250W power.

Pic.1. Connecting LED diode:                      Phot.4. Measurement of voltage on diode
                   a) incorrect, b) correct.

Capacitors.

Capacitors  are  passive  elements  with  definite  capacitance.  They  retain  electric  charge.  In  our
systems their role is to limit spikes of voltage.
Capacitors have two outputs without a specified polarity. The exception are electrolytic capacitors,
which require keeping a proper polarization. If they are connected incorrect they will be destroyed.
Capacitor's capacity is given in numerical format on the case or is encode. Except for capacity, very
important  is  max work voltage.  On the 5th photo is  electrolytic  capacitor  and on the 6th one-
ceramic.
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Phot.5. Electrolytic capacitor .                      Phot.6. Ceramic capacitor.

Diodes
Diode is a solid-state element, through which current flow in one direction- from anode to cathode.
It is used in rectifiers and stabilizers. There are produced photodiodes, which emit light or conduct
under influence of light. From four rectifier diodes we can build a diode bridge - basic element of
every power supply.

Phot. 7. Red diode LED

Transistors and integrated circuit.

The transistor is often an element with three outputs. It enable us to control the worth of power. It is
an active element that amplifies the signal.
The integrated circuit, built from transistors and diodes, are generally used in electrical devices. In
one system can be squillion of transistors. The record-holder is system of a graphics card, which
contains 20 bilion transistors.
In our experiments we use L293D and LM7805 system. The first one is H-bridge in  typical case of
integrated system with 16 outputs (Phot.8). Outputs numbering starts from left side of semicircular
indent (Phot.9). The secound one is stabilizer of voltage 5V. After connexion two capacitors it will
be the source of voltage wich powers integrated systems and servomechanisms (Pic.2).

4. Connections.
Soldering

Sordering is the best way to connect electronic constituents. Soldering iron melts a bond and
allow to apply it on two combined elements. After coagulation develop permanent connection. A
bond is a alloy on the basis of stannum, which melts in 230ºC. Additional material is a flux (the
most often colophony) that simplifies soldering. There are used a electric, transformer or retaining?
soldering tools. For precise the best are soldering stations? with regulated temperature of tip.
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Phot.8. Intergrated circuit L293D.                       Phot.9. Order of numbering the outputs

Pic.2. Pattern of simple PSU 5V on LM7805 chip.

Additional devices helpful in sordering are: forceps, solder pump, sponge for cleaning the tip, tongs
for  unpegging  the  isolation,  tongs  for  cutting  wires,  magnifying  glass  and  multimeter  for
measurements. Don't forget protective glasses! Safety is the most important.
We solder elements and wires to printed board, with ploted copper tracks. Final installation we can
do after check system built on the breadboard.

Breadboard.
Breadboard  has a rank of holes in which wires and electronic elements leads are slipped.

Inside there are rails connecting that wires. Rails which connect holes deployed in four ranks along
the board are called power rails. Cross rails enable us to connect any elements. (Phot.10, Phot.11,
Phot.12). 

   Phot.10 Breadboard.                    Phot.11. Board interior.             Phot.12 Connection technique.
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In our experiments we will often use the same connections: power supply, cotnroling etc.
It is worth to make that connections by cramps. The easiest way to make the cramps is to use wire
in isolation. When we have cords in link type (stranded wire) we must make sure that the end of a
cord is properly twisted (Phot.12). The prostrusive cord can cause short circuit. Then system works
improperly  and  electronic  elements  are  damage  (Phot.13).  For  breadboard  are  intented  special
connections cords, which we use too.

    Fot.12. 1-Wire in isolation , 2-Flexible cable,                  Fot.13. Dangerous shorting.
                     3-Cable protected by solder .

5. CD motor control.
Inductance in the circuit.

In the engine are coils that are inductive elements. While switching or changing the worth of
current ensue self-induction in them. That causes rabid voltage spikes in the circuit (Pic.3). They
can demage the electronics. That’s why we never connect inductive devices with Arduino board
directly. We do it by way of H-bridge. In addiction, in a systems we always use capatitors, which
moderate potential spikes (phot.14).

Pic.3. Voltage spike- overvoltage.                          Phot.14. Capacitors in controlig system.

H-bridge

In our experiments we will use the double H-bridge in the L293D system. It is very cheap,
complete driver for low power DC motors. It enables us to control engine with supply voltage to
36V and power intake 0,6A (momentarily stands 1,2V) with the switching frequency to 5kHz.
H-bridge consist of four electrical (transistorized) keys, which look like the H letter in the figure.
By closing and opening the  appropriate  keys  we cause current  flow through the motor  in  two
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directions  (Pic.4).  System  like  that  can  be  created  on ordinary  transmitters.  This  should  be
considered  when  we  only  want  to  change  the  direction  of  rotation  and  switching  will  not  be
frequent. When we want to regulate the engine speed by PWM signal we must use a H-bridge.

        Pic. 4. Work of H-bridge.                                            Pic.5. Description of pins from 
L293D chip.

PWM signal

The PWM signal enables us to control the engine power that is its rotational speed. The 
PWM signal is a voltage signal of rectangular waveform (Pic.6). The ratio of the single puls 
duration (t) to period (T) is the fill factor (FF) reported in percent signs. With a factor of 100%, the 
signal is continuous and the engine is running at full power. PWM sygnal is given on pin1 H-bridge 
from PWN9 output of Arduino.

Pic.6. Sygnal from PWN with different fill factor..

Changing the direction of rotation.

We create a new sketch in the app. It will be better to enter it manually, remembering the
appropriate format - that will be our training. But we can copy it too. We do not rewrite comments.

void setup() { 
  pinMode(9, OUTPUT); //Sygnał PWM mostka- Engine PWM signal 
  digitalWrite(9, HIGH); //Ustawiamy (na stałe) stan wysoki na pinie 9 - We set (permanently) the 
high state on pin 9
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  pinMode(10, OUTPUT); //Sygnały sterujące kierunkiem obrotów silnika - Signals controlling the 
direction of engine rotation
  pinMode(11, OUTPUT);
} 
void loop()  {
   digitalWrite(10, LOW); //MOTOR - obroty w lewo - turn to the left
  digitalWrite(11, HIGH); 
  delay(3000);
  digitalWrite(10, HIGH); //MOTOR - obroty w prawo -turn right
  digitalWrite(11, LOW); 
  delay(3000);
}
The PWM 9 pin from Arduino gives the signal to the 1st input L293 and controls the motor power.
In this case is given the high state, which means that the engines are working at full power. PWM
10 and PWM 11 pins control the bridge's keys causing the current flow in a specific direction (Pic.7
and Pic.8). In the high state, the keys are closed and in the low state are open. The direction changes
after 3s (3000 ms). 

Pic.7. Breadboard with basic connections.

Pic.8. Controling system of DC motor. (drawn in Fritzing program)
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Connecting the system.
After sending the sketch to the Arduino memory, disconnect the controller's power supply - unpin
the USB cable. All connections with the bridge and motor are made without voltage.
Connecting the Arduino power with bridge is made the lastest. The system will work immediately.
The engine should be secure to the stand, because changing the direction can cause its wrenching
and cords’ rupture. We can experiment with time and check at what frequency it will stop reacting
because  of  inertia  of  the  rotor.  Changing  the  delay parameter  requires  loading  the  sketch  into
Arduino every time.  It  is  convenient  to  power Arduino through a USB cable,  which facilitates
making changes. The H-bridge requires 5V voltage which we supply from Arduino. To power the
motor we always use an additional voltage source. Thanks to this, we will not damage Arduino and
we will make full use of the engine's power. For better visual effect, we can hitch an indicator to the
engine's rotor (Phot.15).

Phot.15. Controling system of DC motor.

Motor power control.
To control the motor power, we use the PWM signal given on the 1st bridge. The connections of the
elements remain the same. In the sketch the digitalWrite (9, HIGH) command disappears because
now we control this value. Signals managed by keys are input from 10th and 11th pins of PWM
Arduino parts as before.
That’s the program:

void setup() { 
  pinMode(9, OUTPUT); //Sygnał PWM mostka - PWM signal of bridge 
  pinMode(10, OUTPUT); //Sygnały sterujące kierunkiem obrotów silnika - Signals controlling the 
direction of engine rotation
  pinMode(11, OUTPUT);
} 
 
void loop()  {
  analogWrite(9, 50); //Niska prędkość obrotów - Low speed of rotation
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  digitalWrite(10, LOW); //Silnik - obroty w lewo - Engine  - turn left
  digitalWrite(11, HIGH);
  delay(2000); //Odczekaj 2 sekundy - Wait 2 seconds
  
  analogWrite(9, 100); //Maksymalna prędkość obrotów - Maximum speed of rotation
  digitalWrite(11, LOW); //Silnik - obroty w prawo - Engine  - turn right
  digitalWrite(10, HIGH);
  delay(2000); //Odczekaj 2 sekundy - Wait 2 seconds
}

In The loop section every direction of rote has matched another value of sygnal outgoing from 9th
pin. The smallest value is 0 and the maximum is 255 which corresponds to the high state. As we can
see once it is 50 - the signal fill factor is (50/255)% and once 100 that is (100/255)%. The engine in
one direction rotates at a noticeably lower speed than in the second. We can change the value of the
fill  factor  at  pleasure.  At a  value,  e.g.  15,  the engine doesn’t  work.  The power is  too small  to
overcome the  resistance  of  movement.  When you  change the  settings,  remember  to  reload the
sketch into the Arduino memory.

Slow starting.

In the first exercise, we noticed dynamic tugs while changing the direction of rotation. In
many mechanisms, a sudden launch causes an unnecessary strain by inertia strengths - the second
law of motion. We can avoid it when the engine scorch slowely.There it is best to use the "for"
command. Introduction to the command program: for (int i = 0; i <= 255; i ++). the value of the
factor "i" will change from 0 to 255 every 1 (write and ++ can be replaced with i = i + 1). To make
this scorching last  defitited time after  "loop for",  we enter  delay (25).  The system connections
remain the same.
We load the following sketch:

void setup() { 
  pinMode(9, OUTPUT); //Sygnał PWM mostka - PWM signal of bridge
  
  pinMode(10, OUTPUT); //Sygnały sterujące kierunkiem obrotów silnika  - Signals controlling the 

direction of engine rotation
  pinMode(11, OUTPUT);
  
  digitalWrite(10, LOW); //Silnik - obroty w lewo - Engine - turn left
  digitalWrite(11, HIGH);
} 
 
void loop()  { 
  for (int i = 0; i <= 255; i++) {
      analogWrite(9, i); //Spokojne rozpędzanie silnika - A calm acceleration of the engine
      delay(25);
  }
}

As we can see, the value of the factor "i" is assigned to the output instead of HIGH or 50 or 100.
After reach the maximum value, the engine stops and scorch again. In the exercise, you can reverse
the situation. The engine starts at maximum speed and then slows down untill it stops. 
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Potentiometer in the system.

This time a few new things. We modify our system by adding a potentiometer and a switch.
Potentiometer is a resistor with variable value. To change the resistance we have to manual move
the slider on the graphite path. The current position of the slider divides the total resistance on two
resistors. If we set to potentiometer some voltage on its slider will show up voltage reliant on that
slider. The potentiometer functions as a voltage divider and the voltage is the control signal for the
engine (Pic.9).
We also change theprogram format for Arduino. In the previous version, when we want to change 
used pin of plate, we have to introduce changes into whole program. Sometimes it causes trouble,
when we work with elaborate program. This time, for starters, we ascribe the names to every single
pin. Names, not numbers, appear in that program. The change of pin numer. We can effect only in
one place. Elementary program doesn’t change. 

Pic.9.  Voltage divider.
int enable = 9;
int in1 = 10;
int in2 = 11;
int switchPin = 6;
int pot = 5;

void setup()
{
  pinMode(in1, OUTPUT);
  pinMode(in2, OUTPUT);
  pinMode(enable, OUTPUT);
  pinMode(switchPin, INPUT_PULLUP);
}
void loop()
{
  int speed = analogRead(pot) / 4;
  boolean reverse = digitalRead(switchPin);
  setMotor(speed, reverse);
}
void setMotor(int speed, boolean reverse)
{
  analogWrite(enable, speed);
  digitalWrite(in1, ! reverse);
  digitalWrite(in2, reverse);
}
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Except for outputs used before (9,10,11) crop up inputs 6 and 5 (analog A5) (Pic.10). Input 6 has
two states- hight and low state, which comply pressing the button and its slackening.
 Sate change on 6th input causes change of direction of engines turns. Program ascribe to in1 and
in2 opposite states HIGH and LOW which undergo reversal after pressing the switcher. Sygnal from
potentiometer is analog. Change of voltage on potentiometer from 0 to 5V represent change of
sygnal value from 0 to 1024. Sygnal which controls rotary speed has value from 0 to 256 and that’s
why we devide sygnal from pot by 4.
We see on photo 16 a working system with a potentiometer.

Pic.10. System filled by potentiometer nad switcher..

Phot.16. Regulation of engines speed by potentiometer.
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6. Fun with servomechanism.

Let’s  leave  our  H-bridge.  On  other  part  of  board  we  create  next  connections  between
Arduino servomechanism and potentiometer. (Pic.11) Servomechanism is powered by 5V-voltage.
But it gets a large current and needs its own power supply. Potentiometer work as a voltage divider
which determine correct location of servomechanisms arm. Serwomechanism which we use in our
experiments has 200° extent of rote.

Pic.11. Arduino and servomechanism.

We load program to Arduino and connect it with system.

#include <Servo.h> //Biblioteka odpowiedzialna za serwa - Library responsible for servos
 
Servo serwomechanizm;  //Tworzymy obiekt, dzięki któremu możemy odwołać się do serwa - We 
create an object thanks to which we can refer to the servo
byte pozycja = 0; //Aktualna pozycja serwa 0 (z zakresu 0-200º) - Current servo position 0 (0-200º)
int pozycjaPoprzednia = 0;

void setup() { 
  serwomechanizm.attach(11);  //Serwomechanizm podłączony do pinu 11 - A servo connected to 

pin 11
  Serial.begin(9600);
} 
void loop() 
{ 
  int odczytCzujnika = analogRead(A5); //Odczytujemy wartość z czujnika - We read the value from

the sensor
  pozycja = map(odczytCzujnika, 0, 900, 0, 200); //Zamieniamy ją na pozycję serwa - We change it 

to the servo position
  if (abs(pozycja-pozycjaPoprzednia) > 5) { //Sprawdzamy czy pozycje różnią się o ponad 5 stopni -

We check if the positions vary more than 5 degrees
    serwomechanizm.write(pozycja); //Wykonajujemy ruch - We make a move
    pozycjaPoprzednia = pozycja; //Zapamiętujemy aktualną pozycję jako poprzednią - We 

remember the current position as the previous one
  }
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  Serial.println(odczytCzujnika); //Wysyłamy wartość do terminala - We send value to the terminal
  delay(300); //Opóźnienie dla lepszego efektu - Delay for a better effect
}

Our  system  is  used  for  servomechanism  testing.  Turning  the  potentiometer  we  can  see  how
servomechanism change its location. terminal value was designated-5º. If we turn the potentiometer
through small angle servomechanism won’t react, but if that angle is bigger than 5º it will work. Of
course we can change that value, remembering about reload the program. In our program we used a
ready-made <Servo.h> library, which greatly simplified our program.

Let’s try modify our system: instead of potentiometer ude fororesistor and common resistor.
(Pic.12) On the base of that elements we build voltage divider which reacts for change of intensity
of light. We fill our servomechanism with scale and to the arm we hitch indicator (Phot. 17 and 18.).
Trial and error method we picked such a resistor which makes indicator points value 0 when the
fotoresistor  is  covered  and maximum value  if  the  light  is  strong.  Resistor  can  be  replaced by
assembly potentiometer. Instead of fotoresistor we can use  termistor and when develop temperature
gauge. We can control every parametr if we use correct sensor.

Pic.12.  Voltage divider from rosistor and fotoresistor was replaced by potentiometer

Phot.17. Light.  Phot.18. Dark.
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7. Stepper motor.

   Let’s start with simple measurments to identify type of the engine and outputs of coils. If the rotor
is marked we can check everything in the internet. Totors that need two-pfase electric current flow
through electromagnetic coils are called bipolar motors and they have 4 outputs (Pic.13, Phot. 19).

Pic.13. Pattern of bipolar engine winding.                              Phot.19 Bipolar stepper motor.

We identify the outputs of one winding with resistance measurements. If there are ca. dozen ohms
between two outputs then they are outputs of one inductor. Unipolar motors require one direction of
current flow. Both windings are divided into two parts having a joint output. There are 6 or 8 cords.
Sometimes  the  common wires  are  connected  and there  are  5  leads  which  makes  identification
difficult. To identify coils, it is best to make measurement tables. :

Cords: 2 3 4

1 (red) ∞ 8,8Ω ∞

2 0 ∞ 8,9Ω
The first winding is outputs 1 and 3 and the second is outputs 2 and 4. 
Unipolar motors require one direction of current flow. Both windings are divided into two parts
which have a common output (pic.14 phot.20). That will be will be 6 or 8 cords. Sometimes the
common wires are connected and there are 5 leads which makes identification difficult. To identify
the coils as before, it is the best to make resistance measurement tables. 
Bipolar motors require more complicated control systems, but they produce twice as much torque as
the drives which is important. 

Rys.14. Schemat uzwojeń silnika unipolarnego.         Fot.20 Silnik krokowy unipolarny.
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In the control systems, instead of the buttons, we use the H-bridge again. This time we need two
bridges - one for each winding (for the bipolar engine), so we fully use a L293D system (pic.15,
Phot.21). In this experiment, we use the programs available on the Arduino platform in the tab File /
Examples / Steper.

Pic.15. Diagram of connecting stepper motor with Arduino..

Phot.21. Fitted system of controling stepper motor.
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We start with the _oneStepAtATime program. The motor should make the move step by step very
slowly- 2 steps per second in one direction. The program is suitable for testing the correctness of
connections and checking the number of steps per one full revolution. This number can be entered
into the program instead of the proposed value of 200. If the step is performed once in one direction
and once in another one, it  is necessary to change the connection of the outputs of one of the
windings. 

#include <Stepper.h>

const int stepsPerRevolution = 200; // podaj liczbę kroków na obrót dla twojego silnika - change 
this to fit the number of steps per revolution for your motor

Stepper myStepper(stepsPerRevolution, 8, 9, 10, 11); // inicjuje bibliotekę silnika krokowego na 
piny od 8 do 11 - initialize the stepper library on pins 8 through 11

int stepCount = 0; // liczba kroków, które silnik wykonał -  number of steps the motor has taken

void setup() {
  Serial.begin(9600);  // otwarcie portu szeregowego - initialize the serial port:
}

void loop() {

  myStepper.step(1); // krok za krokiem - step one step:
  Serial.print("steps:");
  Serial.println(stepCount);
  stepCount++;
  delay(500);
}
After  loading  the  library,  a  fixed  number  of  steps  per  one  revolution  is  entered.  We can  find
information on the internet or count it yourself. It would not be so tedious to use the serial port
Serial.begin (9600). The  Serial.print("steps:") commands displays the word  "steps" on the screen
and Serial.println (stepCount) displays the number of all done steps. The serial port can be found in
the Arduino Application Tools tab. On the screen will open the window with data. 
The program starts counting steps from the value 0, that is from the current position of the rotor.
Then add another step to the current number of steps - stepCount ++. The operation will be repeated
after half a second. 

Another program allows you to influence by the settings of the potentiometer on the motor 
movement. 

include <Stepper.h>

#define STEPS 100 // Określamy liczbę kroków na twoim silniku - Change this to the number of 
steps on your motor

Stepper stepper(STEPS, 8, 9, 10, 11); // Tworzymy obiekt klasy stepper, określając liczbę kroków 
silnika i pinów podłączonych do silnika - Create an instance of the stepper class, specifying the 
number of steps of the motor and the pins it's attached to
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int previous = 0; // Określamy początkowy (poprzedni) odczyt z wejścia analogowego- the previous
reading from the analog input

void setup() {
  stepper.setSpeed(30); // Ustalamy prędkość silnika na 30 obr./min - Set the speed of the motor to 

30 RPMs
}

void loop() {
  int val = analogRead(0); // Pobiera wartość czujnika (potencjometru) - Get the sensor value

  stepper.step(val - previous); // Wprowadza liczbę kroków równą zmianie odczytanej z czujnika - 
Move a number of steps equal to the change in the sensor reading

  previous = val; // Zapamiętuje poprzednią wartość czujnika - Remember the previous value of the 
sensor

}
In the program we used a ready library  <Stepper.h>. The potentiometer can be replaced by any
analog sensor connected to the resistor - as it was with the servomechanism. 
Test two remainder programs out, trying to understand controling program.

8. Arduino Sheld 

The goals of previous experiments were generating interest of robotics and showing that it
isn’t hard. Now we can build more complicated systems, in which we will control a few devices
equally. That involve using several L293D systems at the same time. The way out is using special
Arduino  cover.  It  contains  H-bridges  and  trerminals  for  engines.  They’re  strapped  directly  to
Arduino board,  what  limit  the  number  of  connections  and potential  mistakes  while  installation
(Phot.22)

Phot.22. Ready cover plate for Arduino witch let ud control a few engines at one time.
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Other ready-made controllers allow you to control high-power motors (Phot. 23). Such motors are
used in numerically controlled machine tools or increasingly popular systems called ‘smart home’.
Direct control can be change to remote control via WiFi, Bluetooth or Internet. Using the right free
tools, you can create a phone application that controls the entrance gate or roller blinds or lawn
irrigation. 

Phot.23. Driver of DC motors and stepper motors for professional tasks.
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